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The Importance of Being Earnest: Conclusion. The significance of Writing a good essay isn't easy and it's the fruit of
hard work. You can get.

The expectation of men in Victorian society, however, was to act as bachelors with the end goal of getting
married. To judge one, aristocrats put a higher premium on social connections than on his character or
goodness, which demonstrates their mercenary and snobbish esteem of mind. Boggs, on the other hand,
contends that art should serve a practical function: it should wake individuals from their sleepwalking by
highlighting essential, overlooked aspects of society Comedies have endured the test of time as they continue
to educate, influence, entertain and motivate humanity. Over all I believe the large majority of female roles
within The Importance of being earnest are not tokenistic because they most serve a purpose and enhance
comedy. The very essence of romance is uncertainty. Everything in this world is connected in one way or
another, it 's all entangled, and thus it gives a chance for there to be similarities; and two seemingly opposites
such as, love and war, may have more in common than what we might have initially thought The play was
long, in a three-act structure, yet it moved along at a good pace. But there is nothing romantic about a definite
proposal. This reveals to the reader the role of reversal, by coaching Earnest into proposing, as if she is
proposing to herself. This makes their parts essential. It is apparent that Wilde's opinion is that true honesty is
expressed through being genuine to one's self as opposed to putting on a front as is important in victorian
ideals. The authors use the concept of double personalities in the play to reveal the deceit and lies to represent
the theme of hypocrisy In this work, Wilde uses humor to off-set the seriousness of the theme of the story. It
can be argued that the women of the play usurp the masculine power and this itself is what makes up the
comedy as it would have been humorous to a patriarchal audience. Oscar describes his play as A Trivia
comedy for serious people. Secondly, Gwendolen believes that she could only ever love a man named Earnest:
which is the name by which she knows Jack They are both dominating and strong-minded characters who
want to control people around them. From a very young age, he excelled in his education, and was gifted in
many languages. It is no wonder why this play enraged the upper class, the scene in which Earnest proposes to
Gwendolyn portrays a reversal of Victorian assumptions about gender roles. Marriage is a union between two
lovers who feel like they have founded their other half. The challenge for the production team at Ball State
University was to center the. It can also be referred to as a satiric comedy. But her role and this particular
quote draws attention to the unfairness and importance of the issue at hand. The witty epigrams of his
characters provide light comedy masking the underlying theme of criticism of the Victorian way of life. The
Importance of being Earnest includes three acts, with seven major characters. First published in , yet
acknowledged since the late s, The Importance of Being Earnest helped to revive the theater tradition of
Congreve and Sheridan. Wilde's attack on the ethics of his era is an attempt to fulfill the author's prophecy that
art has the power to dictate life, not merely imitate it  Dorian himself remains untouched in age; however, the
portrait reflects the loss of innocence in his pursuit of atheistic and hedonistic lifestyle His parody works at
two levels- on the one hand he ridicules the manners of the high society and on the other he satirises the
human condition in general. They did a nice job of preparing the audience, there was an interesting lobby
display with sketches of each of the costumes with fabric samples and they played music to fit the time period
before the show began She is the strong hand who forces the whole play to move forward with a happy
ending.


